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I tried this code, but the function dtz() doesn't work: def z2(x): return dtz(x) It only calls the function z()
directly, not using double brackets. A: In a comment you've stated you are using Python 2.7.8. With Python

3.x, dtz is a builtin function of the datetime module. There's no need to define a new function using the
double bracket notation. You could then use datetime.timedelta with or without the keyword argument,

depending on your needs. U.S. military apologizes for helicopter noise affecting Afghan villagers
WASHINGTON (Reuters) - U.S. forces apologized on Monday for helicopters making loud noise at night in

the northwestern Afghan province of Badghis where an international force is training Afghan security
forces to fight the Taliban. "We acknowledge that the helicopter noise is disrupting the lives of the local

population, and we apologize," U.S. Forces-Afghanistan spokesman Lieutenant Colonel Christopher Garver
told reporters in a briefing. "Anytime we have a conflict, regardless of the past, when there is a new force
on the ground, there is always a learning curve," he added. He said that the U.S. military in the past has

been involved in a process to try to reduce the noise. The U.S. Embassy in Kabul, the U.S. forces in
Afghanistan, and NATO's International Security Assistance Force have not commented on the incident.

Garver said that U.S. forces in the area were not the only source of the noise. "The reality is there is a lot of
helicopter noise in the vicinity. But the other issue is the U.S. military is not the only source of helicopter
noise." But he said that the U.S. military made "extraordinary" efforts to reduce the impact on civilian life
in the area. "It is a shared responsibility with the Afghan government to ensure that the population is not
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adversely impacted by the war," Garver said.Comedy Writing Comedy writing is simple, straightforward
and easy-to-learn. In fact, comedy writing is the easiest thing in the world to learn, because comedy is

about having fun with language. It’s about making your audience laugh, and the best way to write
something that will make your audience 0cc13bf012
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infectious agents affect the gastrointestinal tract, causing diarrhea. Although no specific treatment has

been developed for these diseases, some drugs, and also dietary restrictions, are available to alleviate the
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diarrhea. Enterotoxigenic E. coli (ETEC) and heat-labile E. coli (HL-ETEC) are the major etiological agents of
traveler's diarrhea (TD). ETEC and HL-ETEC enterotoxin (ET) enter the small intestine, where it binds to

receptors on epithelial cells. The ET receptors belong to a family of G-protein coupled receptors, the
guanylyl cyclase (GC) receptors. The enterotoxin-GC-receptor complex cause an increase in the

intracellular concentration of cGMP. cGMP is normally broken down by the enzyme phosphodiesterase,
which mediates the hydrolysis of the ester bond. By replacing the phosphodiesterase with an inactive

mutant (or by inhibiting the native phosphodiesterase), cGMP levels can be maintained. This results in an
increase in the motility of the cilia and activation of the Na+/K+-ATPase pump on the membrane of the

intestinal cells. Activation of the Na+/K+-ATPase pumps causes loss of sodium and water, and the resulting
watery diarrhea (Pajon et al. (1996) J Clin Invest
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